Abstract-An analysis is presented of the "facilitated" transport problem, involving steady diffusion through a finite membrane, accompanied by rapid and reversible, homogeneous chemical reaction. For the limit of infinitely fast reactions, the method of matched asymptotic expansions is used to analyze the asymptotic structure of the diffusion field, which is shown to consist of an "equilibrium core," together with "boundary-layer" reaction zones at the membrane boundaries. Asymptotic expansions are derived, which would in principle allow one to compute both the first-and second-order effects of departure from reaction equilibrium on the net rates of diffusion mass transfer. Several examples are considered, one of which is a model of oxygen diffusion through hemoglobin solutions, and some comparisons with analytical and numerical solutions are given.
INTRODUCTION
IT IS GENERALLY acknowledged that chemical reactions can often have an important influence on the rates of diffusional transport. While there has been a long-standing interest, particularly on the part of chemists and chemical engineers, in the effects of homogeneous chemical reaction on rates of transport processes, many recent studies in this .area have been specifically oriented towards biological systems and the reactive "enhancement", or "facilitation", of diffusion as it occurs in membranes, cells, or liquid films. An example which figures prominently here is, quite naturally, the hemoglobinoxygen system [9, 121. Since, more generally, there is known to exist a wide variety of both heat-and mass-transport processes in which the effects of chemical reaction may have practically interesting and, indeed, beneficial consequences, the important question arises as to the maximum effect that can be realized in a particular process. In the usual cases, one expects that this maximum will correspond to the theoretical limit of infinitely fast reaction, which in part accounts for the rather extensive literature dealing with the effects of rapid homogeneous reaction on diffusion [4, 5, 13, 15, 18, 20, 21] .
For example, in one such work, directed mainly towards application to the classical "film" theories of convective mass transfer. Olander [ 151 has presented a rather extensive analysis of one-dimensional diffusion in the presence of homogeneous reactions, which were considered to be so rapid as to achieve the limit of reaction equilibrium everywhere in the diffusion field. Also, Hirschfelder [ 131 has given an analysis of heat transfer in the presence of rapid homogeneous, as well as heterogeneous, reactions.
In the present work we are concerned with a related problem, which deals with the steadystate diffusion of a chemical species through a medium of finite dimensions in which it reacts chemically with one or several "non-transferable" species that remain permanently entrapped within the medium. In particular, the present analysis will deal mainly with one-dimensional diffusion through films or membranes, and, to be consistent with our assumption of a steady state and the permanence of certain reactants, we will consider only reversible chemical reactions. This immediately distinguishes the type of analysis to be given here from those which involve possibly irreversible reactions, for example, such as the analysis of Olander [ 151 cited above.
We are particularly concerned here with the above-mentioned extreme of rapid chemical reaction, and the analysis employed will hopefully prove to be useful in a number of important problems involving transport through diffusional barriers. One of the principal objectives of this work is to elucidate the asymptotic structure of the diffusion field in the limit of rapid, "nearequilibrium" reaction. In this regard, one should take care to distinguish between the concept of "near-equilibrium" reaction, as it is employed here, and that of equilibrium in the thermodynamic sense, as it applies to systems in which all driving forces or "alfinity" gradients are small [6, 8, 161 .
It would appear that, aside from the works on diffusion with reaction, such as that of Friedlander and Keller [8] , which are based on the latter concept of equilibrium and are therefore valid only in the limit of small diffusional driving force, most of the previous theoretical treatments rest on some rather intuitive, ad hoc assumptions as to the precise asymptotic nature of the "near-equilibrium" state as it applies to rapid reactions. While the work of Hirschfelder [ 131 on the related heat-transfer problem clearly anticipates the "boundary-layer" structure of such systems, it does not appear to provide a generally applicable mathematical analysis. As will be shown here, the rather recently developed "method of matched asymptotic expansions" which has found numerous applications to other transport phenomena (and the rudiments of which are given in a recent, very readable account by Acrivos [ 11) affords us with a natural analysis of this type of system, which appears to have been suggested in a previous work of Murray[ 141 on a related problem. In addition to providing a satisfactorily rigorous definition of the near-equilibrium state, this technique also allows a rather straight-forward computation of terms to account for departure from this state.
To illustrate the application of this method, a system has been chosen which is simple enough to allow some physical insight but which, at the same time, will permit the development of a formal method of attack that should be applicable to more complicated problems.
We now consider the steady molecular diffusion of a chemical species A through a membrane (or solution) in the form of a planar slab of thickness L located, say, in a region 0 < x < L. In the interior of the membrane the species A undergoes a reversible chemical reaction with a second diffusing species B, say,
where C is a diffusing "product" or "carrier" species. To facilitate the discussion here, we postulate uniform temperature and we adopt the elementary form of "Fick's law", for dilute solutions with no bulk flow, no diffusive coupling, and with constant diffusivities. In this case, the transport equations for one-dimensional diffusion with chemical reaction assume their wellknown form:
where a and b are the stoichiometric ratios of (2.1), the C's and D's denote, respectively, the molar concentrations and diffusivities of the various species, and, finally, r is the reaction rate, expressed as the molar-volumetric generation rate of the product C. For the present purposes, the kinetic function r = r(CA, CR, C,) can be treated as an aribtrary function of the concentrations, with the proviso that it admits of a family of equilibrium" concentrations,
Because of the applications contemplated here, we presume that only the species A is transferred, i.e. has a non-zero net flux, through the membrane, whereas the species B and C are considered to be "non-transferable".
Accordingly, at the faces of the membrane x = 0, L, which represent phase boundaries with the surroundings, the concentration of A is assumed to be known while the diffusive fluxes of B and C must both vanish. Therefore, we have as boundary conditions that where C and _C are specified constants of the problem.
A full description of the diffusion process requires of course a solution to (2.2) subject to the conditions of (2.3). To complete the set of governing equations, we note that a simple integration of (2.2) yields
the last equality resulting from the zero-flux conditions of (2.3). Now, from (2.4) it follows that the net rate of reaction in the membrane is zero, and of course that the diffusive flux of the species-h is the same at either boundary. Moreover, it can be seen by (2.4) that only three of the four flux conditions in (2.3) are independent. As a consequence, it is necessary (for the sake of uniqueness) to specify a further restriction on the solution to (2.2) which on physical grounds we take to be the stoichiometric constraint
where Co is a specified molar concentration. This fixes the total amount of the non-transferable species B and C present in the membrane which is expressed here as molar equivalents of species C.
With the problem statement now complete, we can qualitatively anticipate as its solution a set of concentration and reaction-rate profiles such as those shown in Fig. 1 , which refers to a situation where there is presumably a net flux of A from left (x = 0) to right (x = L), corresponding to a "driving force" C -_C > 0. Thus, at the left-hand boundary, the species A is absorbed at the concentration level C, and the reaction (2.1) proceeds to the right. Then, after diffusing in both the free (as A) and combined forms (as the "carrier" C), A is desorbed at the right-hand boundary, where conversely (2.1) proceeds to the left. In the final analysis, the quantity desired is the net molar flux of A, given by
We are mainly concerned in the present work with the asymptotic flux in the limiting case where reaction rates become extremely large compared to diffusion rates. To formulate this condition in terms of the parameters of our problem, and also to facilitate the notation of the following analysis, it will be convenient to express Eqs. led to anticipate the occurrence of two types of asymptotic solution to (2.6) each with different but overlapping regions of validity. Specifically, we postulate the existence of an "equilibrium core", O(E) < y < 1 -O(e), where the condition of (2.10) is satisfied identically fore + 0, together with "reaction boundary layers" in the neighborhoods of the boundaries, 0 < y < O(E), 1 -O(E) < y =Z 1, where both reaction and diffusion rates are extremely rapid. In these latter regions, both the diffusion and reaction terms in (2.6) will presumably be of the same order of magnitude.
(We might note here that our terminology "equilibrium core" follows the usage, "inviscid core", of Batchelor [3] for an analogous problem in fluid mechanics. The one-dimensional problem we consider here can be regarded, of course, as a special case of the more general mass-transfer problem in two or three spatial dimensions).
Here, r* is a characteristic magnitude of the reaction rate r (its value, say, at some characteristic, but non-equilibrium set of concentrations) and D* is some typical diffisivity (for example, any one of the individual diffusivities DA,. . . .).
With the preceding remarks in mind, we turn now to the actual formulation of suitable asymptotic expansions for the present problem which, in addition to yielding the limiting form of mass transfer for E + 0, will permit a systematic derivation of correction terms, for small but non-zero E.
The parameter E, defined by (2.9), provides us with a measure of the importance of diffusion relative to reaction, and thus we seek the asymptotic solution to (2.6), (2.7), and (2.8) for E + 0, with all other parameters fixed. It can be recognized immediately from the form of (2.6) that this problem should almost certainly involve a "singular-perturbation", or non-uniformily valid, asymptotic solution. Indeed, if the term in c2 is neglected from (2.6) we obtain, in the first approximation, a condition of reaction equilibrium everywhere:
Formulation of the expansions
Before writing down expansions in E for the concentration variables $J* of (2.9), it is expedient to derive certain integral relations from (2.6) which hold for any E and which consequently involve small-e expansions. The relations in question, which we shall call kinetic constraints, can be obtained simply by multiplying the differential equation for qi in (2.6) by pj, forming the antisymmetric difference to eliminate the term in C#J. and integrating twice, which yields
10)
Pilclj-P&i = %Y +Pijv (2.11) which in general will not admit solutions I/.J~ that where the constants of integration CY~, &, antisatisfy all the boundary conditions of (2.7) and symmetric in the indices i, j, both satisfy equa-(2.8).
tions of the form On the basis of these observations, and by analogy with the structure of other, markedly similar physical systems, we are quite naturally For the number of species considered here there are, generally speaking, only three independent members in each of the sets a and ~3 but, owing to the boundary conditions (2.7) we must have for the (Y'S that of which only three are independent.
One will observe that, by means of the integral relations (2.1 I), we could in principle eliminate any two of the functions & by expressing them in terms of the remaining function, in combination with the above constants of integration. This leads, however, to a rather cumbersome, unsymmetric formulation of the expansion problem and thus will not be done at this stage. Nevertheless. we shall make use of the relations (2.1 I)-(2.13), and hence we emphasize that the constants in (2.1 l), when regarded as quantities to be determined, will depend on the parameter E. In fact, the quantity of interest here the mass flux of A, can be expressed in terms of a dimensionless flux ratio S (a Sherwood number), in the alternate forms 
JI-L '* which follow readily from the relations given above. The non-zero (Y'S are thus directly related to the desired flux and also to the boundary values on the non-transferred species. This stated, we consider the expansion problem beginning with:
The core expansions.
In the equilibrium core we postulate for the concentration fields a set of power-series expansion in E of the type +cII =~i'"'+E*P'(y) +&W;*'(y) +O(e3) (2.15) for the non-zero (Y'S and p's of (2.12). Then, with the assumption of a Taylor-series expansion for the kinetic function 4(+lrJlp,+3) of (2.9) in its arguments +i, we obtain by means of (2.15) an expansion for C$ of the form: are the values of the function C$ and its higher partial derivatives evaluated at & = *lo), which of course are the zeroth-order of equilibrium terms in (2.15). Also, for the sake of brevity, we have adopted, here, as in the following analysis, the "tensorial" summation convention for the derivatives of 4 in (2.17) (whereby a term containing a repeated index, that appears as both superscript and subscript, indicates the sum of such terms over the entire range of indicial values, which here are ij,k, . . . = 1,2,3).
By the usual logic of such analyses, the set (2.6), (2.15), (2.16). and (2.17) leads to the following equations for the perturbation coefficients q\IP), cxy and py: We first treat the left-hand boundary, y = 0, and, by analogy with other such boundary-layer problems, we postulate expansions of the form
for the boundary-layer region, where the "strained" coordinate
is O(1). The functions $tp)( ji), which are independent of E, must be chosen to satisfy (2.6) as well as the conditions at y = 0 in (2.7). By a development parallel to that given above, we then obtain readily the following differential equations and boundary conditions and (2.7): and its derivatives evaluated, now, at I& =&(O)(J). One will also note that the differential Eqs. (2.24) for higher order terms Flp), p = 1,2, . . . , are all linear.
At this point it would hardly be instructive to write down explicitly all the corresponding equations for the expansions at the right-hand boundary, y = 1. Suffice it to remark that these will involve a set of perturbation coefficients t@')(x), say, where
The relevant equations are readily obtained then from (2.22) (2.24), and (2.25), by merely replacing the overbars by underbars.
In both the right-and left-hand boundary-layer expansions we must now place certain conditions on the ;3;i'p' (or $;P') for 4' (or y) + w, conditions which are to beprovided by: -Matching of the boundary-layer and core expansions.
According to the asymptoticmatching principle [l7] we now insist that the expansions (2.29)
The matching requirements, i (or A) + 0 for y (or y) + ~4, will provide us with certain necessary side conditions for the differential Eqs. (2.24) (or for their equivalent at the right boundary), as well as for the algebraic relations (2.18-2.20). In addition, however, we must also take account of the restrictions imposed by the integral relation of (2.8). For this purpose, we note that an expansion of the form:
where the VII(P) are the core functions of (2.14) and the A's are defined by (2.28)-(2.29). should provide uniformily valid approximations for the functions t+Gi on the entire interval 0 6 y G 1 to terms of any algebraic order in E. This follows from the fact, to be established below, that the functions Ai will be of an exponentially small order in E, for either y = O(1) or 1 -y = O(l), as E + 0. Hence, it is permissible to use expansions of the above type for I,!J* and Jig in the integrand of (2.8) and, thus, apart from terms of a negligibly small order in E, we obtain a set of integral stoichiometric constraints On membrane diffusion with near-equilibrium reaction the ii(p) and &P) being the functions defined by (2.28) and (2.29). The interpretation of the relations (2.30) is evident; the first indicates merely that the equilibrium-core solutions must satisfy the stoichiometric restriction on the amount of non-transferable species present, while the succeeding relations for higher-order terms represent material balances between the core and the boundary-layer regions. Hence the A's of (2.3 1) will be recognized as a type of "displacement thickness" common to other such boundary-layer analyses. With the conditions of (2.30) the formulation of the expansion problem is now essentially complete.
2.2 Determination of the equilibrium core solutions and correction terms At this juncture we are able to propose a systematic technique for generating successively higher order terms in the boundary-layer and core expansions. As will be shown, the solution for these terms can be carried out implicitly in a rather general fashion and independently of the specific form of the kinetic function +(IJJ~,JI&) in (2.9).
Beginning with the zeroth-order terms, we summarize the governing equations for the core function in the problem at hand, which are obtained from (2.18). (2.21) and (2.30):
The first equation, which of course represents the equilibrium condition, together with the second and third equations are strictly algebraic relations in the unknown functions q,CO)( y ) and the constants c#, p$T. pZ3 (O). When applied at the boundaries y = 0,l , these relations represent six equations in the nine unknown quantities *to'(O), VJO)(l) (i = 1 2 3) cyit) , pi?, pi?. One further equation is provided by the integral of (2.32), and two more relations must be obtained from matching conditions like (2.28): @O)(jj) * qt")(0),forjj + a, (2.33) for i= 1,2,3, where the @O'(j?) are the zerothorder terms in the (left-hand) boundary-layer expansions (2.22), which we recall must be chosen to satisfy the very first equations in (2.24) and (2.25). This latter requirement, together with the matching condition of (2.33), can be satisfied quite simply by taking the zeroth-order boundary-layer functions to be the following constants: with the last equality resulting from the equilibrium condition of (2.32). Mpreover, it is evident that the first equation of (2.34) and its equivalent at y = 1 provide us with the two boundary conditions desired, on the core concentration field, *l'o'(y),aty=Oandy= 1. To summarize, then, we have established the following result: The zero-order or equilibrium concentration fields in the core (*JO') are to satisfy the equilibrium relation, the kinetic and stoichiometric constraints (2.32), together with the exact boundary conditions (2.7) on the concentration field (JI1) of the transferred species (A). On the other hand, we state most emphatically that in general one must not impose the zero-flux conditions (2.7) on the equilibrium core concentrations of the non-transferable species (B and C), because in the limit E + 0, it will be shown that there is a net flux of these species to the core from the reaction boundarylayers, where, owing to local departure from chemical equilibrium, the reaction rates are 0( 1 le) over a region of thickness O(E).
In line with the above remarks, Fig. 2 provides a qualitative sketch of the anticipated boundarylayer structure, as determined by the higherorder terms in ( deduce asymptotic fluxes for l -+ 0 from the equilibrium-core solutions (which as in past treatments [ 13,20,2 l] could be done at this stage) the zeroth-order terms in (2.22) do not of course permit one to calculate mass transfer rates at the boundaries. Hence, we proceed with the derivation of some higher-order terms in the boundary-layer expansions.
As pointed out above, the differential equations of (2.24) for the higher-order terms in the boundary-layer expansion (2.22) are linear in the unknown function &@'(jj) at any stage (p = 1,2,3 , . . .) of the approximation. Also, a further simplification arises from the fact that the coeffi-cients in these differential equations, namely
are all constants, simply because the zerothorder terms in their arguments are all constants, as given by (2.34); these constants are known in principle, once the equilibrium core solutions q,t") are determined. Since, moreover, the side conditions of (2.25) and (2.28) are also linear, it is a relatively easy matter to derive a formal solution to the differential equations for the coefficients$JP'(J) in (2.22).
The details of the derivation are deferred to a brief treatment in the Appendix. Here, we merely cite the final results obtained from the general solution, for the first-and second-order coefficients in the boundary-layer expansion (2.22).
First-order terms. The functions $i(l) in (2. which are of course equivalent to (2.36) and (2.37). Finally, the first-order displacement thickness A(l) of (2.3 1) is given by
The reader will note that we have required both the quantities ~~ defined by (2.36) and (2.39) to be non-negative.
By imposing this restriction, which is essential to the mathematical analysis, we have in effect narrowed the heretofore somewhat abstract class of "kinetic functions" C#I to which the analysis can be considered directly applicable. In particular, one will recognize that this restriction follows from the so-called principle of "microscopic reversibility," of the thermodynamics of irreversible processes, a principle which has been invoked frequently in other such problems involving chemical kinetics with diffusion [6] .
With the above results in hand, one now can in principle calculate the first-order correction terms *I"' in the core expansion (2.14). Next, we cite the corresponding results for the Second-order terms. Here we find Again, one could use the boundary values at y = 0,l prescribed by (2.41) and (2.42) to effect the calculation of second-order terms qJ2) in the core expansion, and so forth for higher-order terms.
From the analysis given in the Appendix it follows that one can obtain flux rates to terms O(cp) from +okp+') y=. To provide some indication of the general utility and the limitations of this type of analysis, the present results will now be applied to some rather simple special cases.
APPLICATION AND DISCUSSION

OF THE RESULTS
At this point, we shall treat two mathematical examples where the exact analytic solutions can also be obtained, and a third example for which some numerical solutions are available for comparison. Another application to an interesting physical system, is anticipated for a later publication [2] . The following examples will provide some basis for assessing the range of applicability andthe limitations ontheexpansions.
Linear or pseudo-first-order kinetics
Here we suppose that we have a single chemical reaction among an arbitrary number of diffusing species, for which the kinetic function corresponding to (2.6) has the (dimensionless) form
where the @ are constants and the sum implied in (3.1) is taken over all species, j= 1,2,3,. . . Considering the case where only one species, corresponding, say, to j = 1, is transferred, we recover a problem which is mathematically similar to that considered previously by Friedlander and Keller [8] . As pointed out by these authors, the assumption of linear kinetics is in general valid in the limit of small departures from equilibrium, where the driving force for mass transfer $-I& + 0. In this case, the governing differentid equations have generally a linear form, identical with that of the second equation in (2.24), and the boundary conditions are the same here as those in (2.7). By methods similar to those employed in the Appendix, one can readily derive the exact solution to the linear problem; omitting the details here, we merely cite the principal result, which gives the quantity S of (2.14) as Although the present analysis is slightly more general, the function F(A/e) in (3.3) is identical with the function introduced in the previous On membrane diision with near-equilibrium reaction analysis of Friedlander and Keller [8] , as a "correction factor for departure from chemical equilibrium" (which is displayed graphically as Fig. 2 of their paper) .
For E + 0, one has asymptotically that to terms 0 ( e-*jc), where Now, it is a relatively easy matter to show that the asymptotic series (2.43), generated by the analysis of Section 2, is equivalent to the "binomial" expansion of (3.5) for small E, an expansion with a finite radius of convergence em, say, which is given by
Thus, for the special case at hand we can state the range of validity of the asymptotic expansion (2.43) as E < E,,,, and, moreover, we can easily assess its accuracy within this range. For example, one concludes that the first three terms of (2.43) will provide an approximation which differs from the exact result of (3.2) by less than one percent whenever E < O-2 min (A&. In the more general case of a non-linear kinetic function we should not expect to obtain any such simple criteria and, to illustrate this we turn to the second example.
Second-order kinetics with two species
Let us now apply the results of Section 2 to an elementary reaction between the transferred and carrier species: 2A * 2C
in which both the forward and reverse reactions are assumed to be second-order. To employ the formalism of Section 2 we merely eliminate the species B in (2.1) and let the subscript "2" refer now to the carrier species C. Also, since there are now no redundant flux conditions in (2.4), the integral constraint (2.5) and its successors are no longer in effect. Therefore, the kinetic function can be written in the (dimensionless) form
(where K(> 0) is an "equilibrium constant"). Thus, the partial derivatives, of the type occurring in ( (which, we recall, are non-negative quantities).
It is a straight-forward procedure to apply the boundary conditions (2.34), (2.37), (2.38), (2.41) and (2.42), and to thereby effect a sequential solution of (3.9) and (3.10), which, with (2.43), finally yields for the quantity S of (2.14) S= (l+p){l+s"'~+s'~'~~+o(~~)}, (3.12) where
For the special case p = 1 in (3.13) it is also possible to derive an exact solution for the problem at hand, since the appropriate integral relation of (2.11) can then be expressed as cL2+1-f&2 = p2 ( ,1+& -Ic12) = a21y +p21;
hence, the kinetic function of (3.6) reduces to
= (a21Y+P21)(~l-~)/P2>
and, by (2.6), one obtains a linear differential equation
for the function 9 = S1-~~..
The general solution to this differential equation, which is related to the so-called Airy equation, can be expressed in terms of modified Bessel functions[f 11 of the type Ze1,3. With the appropriate boundary conditions from (2.7), this leads to a pair of implicit, transcendental equations for the constants a21 and pzl. Without writing down these rather complex relations here, we merely note that for E + 0 they can be solved asymptotically, by means of well-known, "semiconvergent" asymptotic expansions [ 191 (for large arguments) of the relevant Bessel function, I,, K,, to yield asymptotic expansion for (y21 and pzl. The resulting expansion for S is found to agree, to terms O(e2), with our expansions of (3.13) whenp = 1 there.
Although the above comparison provides a partial confirmation of our expansion (and also shows that it is a semi-convergent series for the present example), we must exclude the exceptional case when either of the boundary values $ or + of (2.7) vanishes. For then the asymptotic expansion, as derived from the exact solution, changes its character radically, and for 7 > Ilr = 0 we obtain instead of (3.12) is the with Ai and Ai' denoting, respectively, the Airy function and its derivatives [ 111.
Second-order boundary layers
In the special case considered above, one sees immediately that the expansion of (3.12) becomes singular whenever A (i.e. h or h) vanishes. Furthermore, the entire analysis of Section 2, where we merely stipulated X2 > 0, will always fail in the limiting case A = 0. This is due to the fact that, among the set of admissible "equilibrium" concentrations, we can have a subset where one or more of the concentrations are zero and where, consequently, the kinetic function 4 as well as its first derivatives @vanish. We may expect to encounter this difficulty for certain reactions whenever one boundary concentration, say, v, at the right-hand boundary, is fixed and we achieve the maximum "driving force", in the limit JI + 0 at the other boundary. In this limit, we would simultaneously achieve a state of chemical equilibrium at the right-hand boundary, irrespective of the magnitude of our perturbation parameter E. As a consequence there would obtain, in the limit E + 0, a "weak" reaction zone at the right-hand boundary with a type of "second-order" boundary layer, such that the analysis of Section 2 is no longer applicable there and must be modified. Thus, if we suppose that for IJ = 0, the second derivatives +'I are not all zero, then we must conclude that the right-hand boundary layer will be of a thickness O(E~/~) for E * 0. Therefore, instead of the expansions postulated in Section 2, one has to consider now a core expansion of the form JI = *to' ( y ) + E2'3*(2) ( y ) + @If@"3 ( y ) + 0 (8'") (3.15) which for 'P,(o0(l) = 9 = 0, will match with a right-hand boundary-layer expansion of the form. for the lowest-order term in (3.16) . Although the left-hand boundary-layer expansion is still the same as in (2.2), the difficulties inherent in solving (3.17), and subsequent higher-order equations, would appear to preclude the kind of On membrane diffusion with near-equilibrium reaction analytic treatment we have been able to give in Section 2.
Equal diffusivities of the non-transferable species
Whenever the diffusivities of the species B and C in (2.1) are equal, i.e. when in (2.9), and, by virtue of (2.13) and the kinetic constraint (2.11) on B and C, the stoichometric constraint of (2.8) yields By the same reasoning, applied to core expansions of the type (2.14) and (2.15), one finds that (3.21) for 0 < y c 1, and, therefore, that the "displacement thickness" Acp) of (2.3 1) vanishes for p= 1,2,... That is, the equilibrium terms *2(O), W3'O'. satisfy exactly the original kinetic and stoichiometric constraints, and the succeeding terms q2(p), V3(p) p = 1 2 . . ., make no further contributions in the equations of constraint. This introduces a considerable simplification into the analysis, since the integral constraints of (2.30) are now satisfied automatically at any stage of the perturbation, p = 1,2, . . .
Moreover, the relations (3.21) lead to several simplifications in the equations for the core functions, which permits us to derive some rather explicit formulae for the determination of both the zeroth-and first-order terms for mass evaluating the right-hand side of (3.24) at the flux. In particular, the Eqs. (2.32) for the boundaries and by equating it to (3.25), we find equilibrium terms reduce to the remarkably simple relation with 5'.
!??I h tx2_4lj h th2_411 .
(3.26) I ---which, when applied at the boundaries y = O,l, together with the respective boundary values IL,+ for ql(0), provide two equations for p$?j and, the quantity of primary interest, a\?. Furthermore, the Eqs. (2.19) and (2.21) for the first-order terms reduce now to Hence once the form of the kinetic function 4 is specified, permitting one to solve the equilibrium relations of (3.22) at y = 0,l for Q$Y and --also to determine the quantities A,@, . . ., we see by (2.43) and (3.26) that the first-order correction for mass flux immediately follows. In fact, if we let S(O) denote the value of the Sherwood number of (2.14) for l = 0, we have that q,(l) = -_qr3Cl) 7 cghpj(l) = cppl(l)+ (@2-l$3)qr2(1) = 0 yr,cl) = /_&2*1(l) + a;:'y + p:q i3.23) which can easily be solved for ql('), to yield S/S(O) = 1 + (a::'/~&+ +O(e2) (3.27) where ai:'/a\$) is of course given directly by (3.26).
Comparison with a numerical solution
As an illustrative example for the case of equal diffusivities considered in the preceding paragraphs, we apply the results to a model for the diffusion of oxygen through hemoglobin solutions. Experimental measurements on this system have been made by Scholander and Hemmingsen [ 121 and some numerical solutions of the relevant differential equations have recently been performed by Kutchai, Jacquez, and Mathers?.
(a::'~ +P::'), (3.24) where the function A, defined by, takes on, at y = O,l, the respective values X2, X2, given by (2.36) and (2.39).
We can now obtain a fairly explicit expression for the constants a\:' in (3.24) by application of (3.24) at y = 0,l. Thus, by first making use of the boundary values (2.37) and (2.38), and the equilibrium relations (3.22) (more precisely, of their y-derivatives), we find that and *l"'(o) = -&X:$)/h3j.&2 If we further adopt (3.19) , then the analysis of the preceding section is directly applicable, and, in particular, it is a straight-forward matter to solve the equilibrium relation (3.22) for the special form (3.29) of the kinetic function. This leads to some elementary quadratic equations for the equilibrium-core solutions *i(O), which we shall not trouble to reproduce here. Rather more interesting is the solution for ai?, which is obtained by application of (3.22) To obtain the first-order term in E we note that, for the case at hand, the derivatives in As indicated in the Table, the given values off correspond to three different membrane thicknesses L and two levels of oxygen concentration _C at one boundary, with all other parameters fixed. For smaller values of L than those shown in the Table the first-order expansion of (3.35) becomes progressively more inaccurate, as one would expect from the expression for the parameter E in (3.35).
Also, one can immediately see by (3.35 ) that, as in the previous examples, the formal expansion parameter E is not the sole criterion for departure from equilibrium. Rather, one concludes from the form of the first-order correction term in (3.35) , that it cannot be small relative to unity if the equilibrium flux ratio S(O), as given by (3.32) , is large. Indeed, this is borne out by a comparison with other numerical examples of Kutchai et al. where, for large f, the two-term expansion (3.35) , is wholly inapplicable. In such cases, the first-order term in (3.35) serves mainly as a criterion for indicating the departure from reaction equilibrium. In general, one might expect a quantity such as E(Y$/@, as given by (3.26), to provide a reasonable estimate of the departure from reaction equilibrium even though it was derived for the special case of equal diffusivities of the non-transferred species.
Conclusions
The asymptotic expansion of the present analysis (2.43) would in general permit one to compute membrane-diffusion rates, to terms of the second-order in the kinetic parameter E, for rapid reversible reactions, where E 4 1. The limiting diffusion rate for E + 0 is completely determined by the equilibrium-core concentrations, which satisfy the reaction equilibrium, the kinetic and stoichiometric constraints, (2.32), and the exact boundary conditions on the transferred species, (2.7). Higher-order corrections in E could in principle be computed from the solutions for corresponding terms in the coreconcentration fields which are governed by (2.19)-(2.21), (2.30), and (2.37)-(2.42). It will be recalled that the solution to these equations would mainly involve algebraic operations and quadratures.
In closing, it might be noted that there are some perhaps obvious, but potentially quite useful extensions of the present analysis to more complex problems, involving kinetic coupling of diffusion, chemical reaction, and heat flux.
Within the framework of this type of analysis, the value of linear kinetic models [ 161 becomes apparent, as they apply exactly to departures from equilibrium in reaction boundary layers. There are, however, exceptions to this, as represented by the special case of "secondorder" boundary layers discussed above. In this regard, it should be emphasized that, as indicated by the examples considered above, the convergence of the "near-equilibrium" expansions will in general depend crucially on both the form of the reaction kinetics and the relative magnitudes of other parameters in the problem. 
GENERAL SOLUTIONS FOR THE BOUNDARY-LAYERS
Here we present a brief outline of the general solution for the boundary-layer expansion coefficients $,(p'(f) in (2.22), which is equally applicable to both the right-hand and left-hand boundary-layer expansions.
For any given order of the perturbation, p = 1,2,. . ., the Eqs. @P', n"' are constants, and the symbol 62 denotes a "Kronecker delta" (62 = 1 for i = j, f$ = 0 otherwise, and, in accordance with our textual convention all the terms in (A.l-3) that involve the repeated indices j, k are to be summed over j, k = 1,2,3). The constants t(P) and n(P) must be chosen to satisfy the side conditions at y = 0 and y = m in (A. 1). In particular, since both the integral in (A.2) and its first y-derivative vanish at y = 0, the boundary conditions at y = 0 give and \yI'P'(O) +ILI(@P)+q(P)) = 0 (A. 4) dy;;-l' (0) +hp*(q 'p)-t'p') = 0, for i = 2,3, where we have made use of the fact that the values of the polynomial 01(P) and its y-derivative at y = 0 are equal to those of the core functions Yip), ,:P-*), respectively. (The equations have been written for the left boundary only). Also, one will note that the last equation in (A.4) is compatible with the integral relation of (2.2 1). Now we observe that, at a given order p of the perturbation, the quantity t:*'(O) in the first equation of (A.4) is unknown. Indeed, it must be determined from the boundarylayer calculation at hand, which is accomplished via the last condition in (A.1). at y = m. This latter step requires, however. some further consideration of the integral in (A.2) .
First of all we note that the second factor in brackets [] in the integrand of (A.2) will not involve any residual algebraic or constant terms for y* + -, but, rather, only exponentially small terms, emAY*, y*e-Q* ,. . .,e-%y*, . . . . For the loworder perturbations considered here, p = 1,2, this can be verified directly by inspection of the non-homogeneous terms in (2.24)(&P') andby means of the definition-of Oi(P), the polynomials in (2.28) or (2.29). Thus, one finds that the coefficients of any purely algebraic terms of the type (y*)", n = 0,1,2,. ., which appear in the integrand of (A.2), can be identified directly with the core Eos. Hence, to satisfy the condition at y = m of (A.1). we must have Equations (A.5) and (A.4) suffice to determine completely the constants c(p'. q(P), as well as the boundary-value at y = 0 for the core-expansion function, VI(P)(O). By similar considerations one-can also obtain the right-hand boundary value Pcp'( 1). To summarize, then, the boundary-layer analysis at any order p = 1,2,. _ . gives us the boundary-layer coefficients
